A. Policy Statement

1. The department shall establish Human Rights Committees to address concerns and complaints about the rights of individuals who are placed or treated under the direction of the Commissioner of Developmental Services. The Human Rights Committee(s) shall advise and make recommendations to the Regional or Training School Director, as applicable, on matters which such committee(s) review.

2. Each Human Rights Committee (HRC) provides independent program and rights review for the sole purpose of advising Regional and Training School Directors regarding issues and concerns relevant to the rights of DDS individuals.

3. An HRC functions as a recommending and referring body and, as such, does not approve or disapprove individuals programs.

4. At least one HRC shall be established in each DDS region and training school.

5. Documentation of the proceedings of all HRC meetings shall include issues discussed, committee recommendations, and action requested.

6. Committee access to department records for the purposes of reviewing human rights issues shall follow department policy and procedure, Connecticut law, and Federal law, which includes but is not limited the confidentiality and privacy of individual and employee information. Typically access shall be limited to information which is the “minimum necessary” to satisfy the Committee's responsibilities.

B. Applicability

This policy shall apply to all individuals placed or treated under the direction of the Commissioner and to all staff providing services to those individuals. This includes individuals receiving services in DDS operated, funded, and/or licensed facilities or programs, including ICF/MR, CLA, CTH, Individual Supports, and Day Services, and, individuals receiving any HCBS waiver service where paid staff are required to carry out a restrictive intervention regardless of where the individual lives. This procedure shall not apply to individuals who live independently, who live with their families without DDS funded supports, or who reside in long-term-care facilities licensed, funded or overseen by other agencies of the state.

This policy shall be adhered to by staff and administrators of all DDS operated, funded and/or licensed facilities, programs, services and supports.
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